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processing advices for sewing tapes with fixative coating  
 
 
Please take notice of the following recommended temperatures: 
 

steam – ironing table  200°C with steam  even ironing movement with slight  
(iron with Teflon-sole) (3 points)   pressure (about 8 sec.) 
 

common iron  110-160°C with steam even ironing movement with slight  
(2-3 points)  pressure (about 10 sec.) 

choose the temperature according to the softness of the fabric 
 

160-200°C without steam cover the fabric with a wet cotton 
(2-3 points)  cloth, even ironing movement with  

slight pressure (about 10-15 sec.) 
 

Further processing tips: 

 Never iron the fixing coated tape directly defilements on the Teflon–sole!!! 

 In case of processing very thin fabrics please protect the ironing table from single off coming parts of the coating by putting a cloth on it. 

 For the optimum result we recommend to make an ironing test with the fabric you would like to use. 

 washing directions:  40°C gentle wash 
(put it in the washing machine either slightly rolled in a washing bag or, if it is an eyelet decoration, slightly tied) 
Keep the mechanical movements during the washing as less as possible 

 

Single parts of the fixing coating that unglue during the washing, can be shaken off or brushed off easily and do not reduce the quality of the tapes. 
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